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Abstract. In these proceedings, we discuss the role of heavy quark mass on the formation of
parton showers. Mass effects are not well understood when parton branching occurs in nuclear
matter, such as the quark-gluon plasma. Recently, a theoretically consistent picture of open
heavy flavor production in ultra relativistic nuclear collisions has begun to emerge based on
effective theories of QCD, such as soft collinear effective theory with Glauber gluons. We show
that implementation of in-medium splitting processes containing heavy quarks into next-to-
leading order calculations of heavy flavor production leads to larger cross section suppression
when compared to traditional energy loss phenomenology. To better constrain the important
mass dependence of in-medium splitting functions, we propose a new measurement in relativistic
heavy ion collisions, based on a two-prong structure inside a reconstructed heavy flavor jet.
In the region of jet transverse momenta where parton mass effects are leading, we predict a
unique reversal of the mass hierarchy of jet quenching effects in heavy ion relative to proton
collisions. We find that the momentum sharing distribution of prompt b-tagged jets is more
strongly modified in comparison to the one for light jets. The work summarized here opens new
directions of research on the substructure of heavy flavor jets.
1. Introduction
Understanding the production of heavy flavor and hadronic jets is crucial to test perturbative
Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) and make full use of the data from the world’s high energy
collider experiments. These questions are even more pertinent today, as the center-of-mass
energies
√
sNN of hadronic and heavy ion collisions continue to increase and heavy quarks, such
as charm (c) and bottom (b), are copiously produced in parton showers. The fraction of jets
initiated by prompt heavy quarks is also becoming sizable, underscoring the importance of more
precise theoretical control on the effects of parton mass. In heavy ion collisions, it was suggested
more than a decade ago that these mass effects should be readily observable as reduced energy
loss of charm and bottom quarks relative to light quarks [1].
Experimental measurements of D-mesons, B-mesons, and b-quark jets relative to light
hadrons and light quark jets in ultrarelativistic nuclear collision have not clearly established
the argued “dead cone” effect. This puzzle has stimulated extensive theoretical work, focusing
on collisonal energy loss, heavy meson dissociation, and heavy flavor transport. A comprehensive
review that covers theory and experimental measurements as of a few years ago is available [2].
More recently, an important effort has been made to quantify the uncertainties in the theoretical
model description of open heavy flavor and the extraction of the transport properties of the
QGP [3].
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The purpose of these proceedings is to summarize insights on heavy meson production in
heavy ion reactions that come from high energy physics and from effective theories of QCD
for heavy quarks. A few years ago, while studying the quenching of b-jets, we noticed that a
very large fraction of them originate from prompt hard gluons and to some extent from light
quarks [4]. Global analysis of D-meson and B-meson has reliably identified gluon fragmentation
a major contributor to open heavy flavor production [5, 6]. Soft collinear effective theory has
been generalized to include heavy quark masses [7, 8], yielding SCETM. In what follows, we
discuss the formal development of such ideas for heavy ion physics and their applications to
phenomenology.
2. Heavy quark splitting functions
An important step toward a unified picture of particle and jet production in hadronic and nuclear
collisions was the formulation of an effective theory of QCD in the background of strongly-
interacting matter. It allowed for the derivation of a full set of in-medium splitting functions
for light quarks and gluons [9], the exploration of higher-order branchings [10] and applications
ranging from an evolution approach to the quenching of light hadrons, to the suppression of
light jets and their substructure modification [11, 12, 13]. See figure 1 for a schematic of in-
medium branching processes. Recently, we performed the next logical step in this line of work by
including finite mass effects in the SCETG Lagrangian. This enables the effective theory study
the of interactions of heavy quarks with the QCD medium [14]. The SCET Lagrangian in the
vacuum with quark masses was first derived in [7, 8]. The corresponding theory in the vacuum
is commonly referred to as SCETM. We labelled the new effective field theory SCETM,G.
Figure 1. Illustration of parton shower formation
in the QGP produced in ultrarelativistic nuclear
collisions.
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Figure 2. Calculation of D0
production at
√
s = 7 TeV within the
ZM-VFNS scheme is compared to CMS
data [15] from p+p collisions at the LHC.
The recent advances in generalizing SCETG to include finite heavy quark masses is the
stepping stone for the first calculation of the heavy flavor splitting functions in the QGP. We
are interested in the limit 0 < m < p+ [7, 8], where m is the heavy quark mass and p+ is the
large lightcone momentum. Starting with an off-shell parton of momentum [p+, p−,0⊥] that
splits into two daughter partons [zp+,k2⊥/zp
+,k⊥] and [(1 − z)p+,k2⊥/(1 − z)p+,−k⊥], in the
absence of a QCD medium we derive the massive vacuum splitting kernels Q→ Qg , Q→ gQ,
and g → QQ¯(
dNvac
dzd2k⊥
)
Q→Qg
=
αs
2pi2
CF
k2⊥ + z2m2
(
1 + (1− z)2
z
− 2z(1− z)m
2
k2⊥ + z2m2
)
, (1)
(
dNvac
dzd2k⊥
)
g→QQ¯
=
αs
2pi2
TR
k2⊥ +m2
(
z2 + (1− z)2 + 2z(1− z)m
2
k2⊥ +m2
)
, (2)(
dNvac
dzd2k⊥
)
Q→gQ
=
(
dNvac
dzd2k⊥
)
Q→Qg
(z → 1− z) . (3)
Here, CF and CA are Casimir operators of the fundamental and the adjoint representation of
SU(3) and TR = 1/2. It is important to note that the longitudinal momentum fraction z and
the transverse momentum k⊥ dependencies do not factorize. Furthermore, the mass term that
regulates the collinear singularity is different for the different splitting kernels in Eqs. (1) -
(3). Results for in-medium splitting functions have been obtained to first order in opacity and
share similar kinematic structure to the vacuum ones, but include the non-Abelian Landau-
Pomeranchuk-Migdal interference effects [14].
Heavy quark splitting functions enter parton showers and the framework of next-to-leading
order (NLO) calculations. In the absence of a medium, we use the zero mass variable flavor
number scheme (ZM-VFNS) to calculate D−meson and B−meson production. The NLO cross
sections [16] reads
dσHpp
dpTdη
=
2pT
s
∑
a,b,c
∫ 1
xmina
dxa
xa
fa(xa, µ)
∫ 1
xmin
b
dxb
xb
fb(xb, µ)
∫ 1
zminc
dzc
z2c
dσˆcab(sˆ, pˆT , ηˆ, µ)
dvdz
DHc (zc, µ), (4)
where
∑
a,b,c stands for a sum over all the parton flavors including light and heavy quarks and
gluons. Results for D0 meson production at the LHC are shown in figure 2 and compared to
CMS measurements [15] at the LHC. It is important to note that ∼ 50% of open heavy flavor
mesons at these energies are produced by gluon fragmentation. This leads to significantly larger
than naively expected quenching of intermediate pT mesons in the QGP from purely radiative
processes.
2.1. Global analysis of heavy flavor fragmentation functions and its implications for heavy ion
phenomenology
The critical importance of understanding the mechanism of open heavy flavor production has
lead to novel global QCD analysis of charged D∗-meson fragmentation functions (FFs) at NLO
accuracy [17]. The key advance in this work is that, in addition to making use of the available
data for single-inclusive D∗-meson production in electron-positron annihilation and hadron-
hadron collisions, for the first time in-jet fragmentation to D∗ data [18] is included. We denote
this fit as AKSRV16. We compare this fit to fragmentation functions into D∗+ mesons to the
one obtained in the KKKS08 fit [5] in figure 3. It can be seen that one of the main differences
is that our fit returns a significantly larger gluon contribution, when compared to KKKS08 at
intermediate values of z. One also notices, that the valence charm FFs are somewhat shifted in z
with respect to each other and the height of the peak is different. The larger gluon fragmentation
contribution to open charm production, however, is the most important from heavy ion physics
perspective. It implies even larger quenching of open heavy flavor.
We investigate the implications of AKSRV16 for the D∗ cross section in Pb+Pb collisions by
adding the one-loop medium correction to the vacuum NLO result. In other words, we have
dσHPbPb = dσ
H,NLO
pp + dσ
H,med
PbPb , dσ
H,med
PbPb = σˆ
(0)
i ⊗DH,medi . (5)
Here, dσH,NLOpp is the NLO cross section in the vacuum, and dσ
H,med
PbPb is the one-loop medium
correction. We emphasize that dσH,medPbPb is negative, which leads to the quenching of the inclusive
hadron cross section in heavy-ion collisions. Phenomenological results for 0-7.5% central Pb+Pb
reactions at the LHC are shown in figure 4 and compared to ALICE D-meson measurements at√
sNN = 2.76 TeV [19]. The NLO calculation with the new AKSRV16 fragmentation functions
gives noticeably larger suppression than the one with the KKKS08 FFs at intermediate and low
pT , and leaves little room for additional suppression effects.
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Figure 3. The fragmentation functions
zDD
∗+
i (z, µ
2) at scale µ2 = M2Z (solid red
lines) along with the obtained uncertainty esti-
mates (shaded bands). The right panels give the
ratios of our uncertainty estimates (shaded bands)
and the KKKS08 fit relative to our best fit for the
b+ b¯, c+ c¯ and the gluon FF, respectively.
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Figure 4. The effect of the new
AKSRV16 fit on D-meson quenching
in heavy ion collisions at the LHC.
Comparison is shown to ALICE D-
meson suppression in 0-7.5% Pb+Pb
collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV [19].
3. Heavy jet substructure
To place stringent constraints on mass effects in parton showers, it is necessary to identify new
experimental observables [20]. The distribution of the two leading subjets inside a reconstructed
jet [21] is particularly suitable, since it is related to the 1 → 2 QCD splitting functions in the
vacuum [22] and in QCD matter [23]. The jet momentum sharing variable is defined as follows
zg =
min(pT1, pT2)
pT1 + pT2
, zg > zcut
(
∆R12
R
)β
. (6)
In Eq. (6), pT1 and pT2 are the transverse momenta of the subjets and soft bremsstrahlung is
eliminated through the minimum zg requirement. ∆R12 is the distance between two subjets and
R is the radius of the original jet. In Ref. [24] and simulations of heavy flavor splitting functions
were performed using a Monte Carlo event generator.
We are interested a in different aspect of heavy quark splitting functions – the precise effect
of mass on parton shower formation. To prepare for the jet splitting function calculation in
heavy ion collisions, we start with the vacuum case, denote by j → i¯i the parton branchings and
define rg = θgR. The θg and zg distribution for parton j, after soft-drop grooming at the lowest
non-trivial order is (
dNvac
dzgdθg
)
j
=
αs
pi
1
θg
∑
i
P vacj→i¯i(zg) . (7)
When the splitting probability becomes large, resummation can be performed to modified
leading-logarithmic (MLL) accuracy and the resummed distribution for a j-type jet, initiated
by a massless quark or a gluon, is given by
dNvac,MLLj
dzgdθg
=
∑
i
(
dNvac
dzgdθg
)
j→i¯i
exp
[
−
∫ 1
θg
dθ
∫ 1/2
zcut
dz
∑
i
(
dNvac
dzdθ
)
j→i¯i
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Sudakov Factor
. (8)
The normalized joint probability distribution in the domain zcut ≤ zg ≤ 1/2, 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1 can be
straightforwardly obtained.
Figure 5. The MLL calculation of
the angular distribution of subjets is shown
versus Pythia parton level simulations, as well
as simulations that include non-perturbative
hadronization effects.
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Figure 6. Upper panel: the theoretical pre-
dictions for the zg distribution of recoil jets to
the preliminary STAR data [25]. The middle
and bottom panels show the predictions and
measurements for the modification of recoil
and trigger jets, respectively.
Eq. (8) can be extended to the case of prompt heavy flavor jet splitting, such as b → bg or
c→ cg, in a straight forward way. For gluon splitting into heavy quark pairs greater care must
be taken for the probability function and it is defined as
p(θg, zg)|g→QQ¯ =
(
dNvac
dzgdθg
)
g→QQ¯ Σg(θg)∫ 1
0 dθ
∫ 1/2
zcut
dz
(
dNvac
dzdθ
)
g→QQ¯ Σg(θ)
. (9)
Here, Σg(θg) is the Sudakov factor for gluon evolution and it exponentiates all the possible
contributions from gluon splitting, such as g → gg and g → qq¯. Thus, MLL resummation can
change significantly the predictions for the g → QQ¯ channel relative to the leading order (LO)
results. Finally, the distribution needs to be convolved with the quark and gluon jet production
cross section, for which we use MADGRAPH5 AMC@NLO. Our results for the g → bb¯ channel,
are shown in figure 5. The agreement between the theory framework and the Pythia simulations
is at the 5% level, as seen from the bottom panel of the figure, and non-perturbative effects are
small. In contrast, for such channels the lowest order calculation shows O(100%) deviations.
In the presence of a QCD medium, we replace the vacuum splitting functions by the full
splitting kernels, as rigorously derived in [9, 14](
dN full
dzd2k⊥
)
j
=
(
dNvec
dzd2k⊥
)
j
+
(
dNmed
dzd2k⊥
)
j
. (10)
To reduce any model dependence, we evaluate the QGP-induced component in the hydrodynamic
background used to describe quarkonium suppression [26]. Since resummed calculations of jet
splitting functions have not been performed in heavy ion collisions prior to our work [20], we
start with comparison to light jets at RHIC. Results are shown in figure 6 for both the absolute
momentum sharing distributions and their modification in Au+Au relative to p+p collisions.
We have compared theory to STAR preliminary measurements [25] for both tagged and recoil
jets and observe good agreement.
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We now move to the substructure of heavy flavor jets at the LHC, with first results shown
in figure 7 for an illustrative kinematic range 140 < pT,j < 160 GeV in 0-10% central Pb+Pb
collisions at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV. The top panel confirms the good description of the CMS splitting
function modification measurements [27], in this case anti-kT jets with R = 0.4 and |η| < 1.3
with the two subjets separated by ∆R12 > 0.1. Predictions for the modification of prompt
b-jet and c-jet substructure are given in the middle panel, which show that jet quenching effects
for p(zg) are comparable to that of light jets in this high pT ∼ 100 GeV region. This is not
unexpected, since mass effect slowly vanishes with increasing jet energy. The bottom panel of
figure 7 illustrates QGP effects for the g → QQ¯ channel, where they are somewhat smaller for
g → bb¯ in comparison to the other splitting functions.
The most important finding from our recent work [20] is that by going to lower jet transverse
momenta, we can enter a regime where the leading mass dependence comes from the propagator
in the splitting kernels. The relevant condition reads k2⊥  z2gm2, k2⊥  m2, k2⊥  (1− zg)2m2
and in the medium induced splitting functions we typically have 2 such propagators. This leads
to a unique dependence of the jet momentum sharing distributions in heavy ion collisions, which
is different for light jets, and the different heavy flavor jet channels. Despite the tremendous
importance of open heavy flavor production for heavy ion collisions, our theoretical expectations
so far have been limited to the energy loss hierarchy ∆Eradb < ∆E
rad
c < ∆E
rad
u,d < ∆E
rad
g from
radiatve processes in the QGP. In contrast, we can predict analytically that the substructure
modification will be the largest for prompt heavy flavor subjets, followed by the one for light
jets. If both subjets are heavy, corresponding to g → QQ¯, we expect no modification. This
unique inversion of the mass hierarchy of jet quenching effects can be tested by experiments in
the near future. Numerical results for RHIC energies and momentum sharing distribution ratios
for heavy flavor tagged jets in Au+Au to p+p collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV are presented in
figure 8 for 10 < pT,j < 30 GeV jets. These corroborate the analytic expectations, show that
the magnitude of the effects is large, and provide new and promising ways to pin down the mass
dependence of in-medium parton showers.
4. Conclusions
To summarize, we focused here on the effects of heavy quark mass on parton shower formation
in the QGP, and the production of open heavy flavor and heavy flavor jets in general. The
recent results that we report are important steps toward the much needed development of a
unified theory that puts the description of jets and heavy flavor production in hadronic and
heavy ion collisions on the same footing. These advances are linked to development of modern
effective theories of QCD in the environment of strongly interacting matter, such as soft collinear
effective theory with Gluaber gluons. SCETG has been extended to open heavy flavor, leading
to the first consistent NLO calculation to of D−meson and B−meson suppression in heavy ion
collisions. The fact that half of open heavy flavor production, especially at LHC energies, comes
from gluon fragmentation, motivated a new global analysis of D∗ FFs that includes for the first
time novel results on hadron production inside reconstructed jets. Our results show that the
fraction of open heavy flavor mesons that come from the decay of a prompt gluon is even larger
than previously anticipated and their suppression through purely radiative processes in the QGP
exhausts the observed magnitude of jet quenching.
We also looked for the most promising observables to accurately constrain the role of parton
mass in the formation of parton showers. To this end, we presented the first resummed
calculations of the soft-dropped momentum sharing distributions in heavy ion collisions. For
light jets, the MLL result for this observable in Au+Au and Pb+Pb reactions agrees well with
the recent experimental measurements over a wide range of center-of-mass energies. For heavy
flavor tagged jets, we demonstrated that jet splitting functions can be used to constrain the
still not well understood dead cone effect in the QGP. We also identified the kinematic domain
where those effects are important and predicted a unique inversion of the mass hierarchy of
jet quenching effects, with the modification of the momentum sharing distribution for prompt
b-jets being the largest. The work reported here sets new direction of research on heavy flavor
jet substructure in ultrarelativistic nuclear collisions and underscores the importance of future
studies of flavor-separated jets [28].
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